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I. Introduction

The purpose of this document is to present the work achieved during the fourth
year computer science project at Polytech Grenoble. Alongside our repository and
documentation, it will help you to understand our project in its entirety.

First of all, we will present to you the aim of the project and in a second part we
will present you all the different technologies used and the difficulties that we
found. We will finish with a reflection on the future of this project and its possible
evolutions.

All of the project, including documents, reports, slides and source code are available
in the links section.

II. General Presentation

Aim of the project
The aim is to develop tools to help manage the services of teaching staff at
Polytech. In particular, starting from an ADE export, we will cross-reference this
information with the descriptive brochures for each year and speciality, in order to
detect problems of coherence and syntax errors. This is a start in the creation of a
new and more efficient information system for Polytech.

How it works
The first step is to gather data about ADE extraction, which group is concerned and
for which period of time. Then, we get the ADE extraction and we parse it in a new
structure. To identify some information (for example the activity type: TD, TP, CM,
EXAM) we need to use regular expressions, written in the regex.json file.
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Once all the information has been gathered and well-structured, we can process it.
Two modes of use are available : display or comparison. The ADE information
processing begins by calculating the hourly volumes.

For the display mode, according to user choice, we can simply display the activities
hourly volume or the teachers hourly volume, or both. Concretely, it iterates on each
ADE event and for the ones that represent the same activity (respectively teacher) it
sums the numbers of hours for each type (respectively activity and then type). Then,
a representation of the created structure is built and displayed.

For the comparison mode, the activities hourly volume is computed. After that, data
amounts are compared to amounts indicated on data generated from a baseline file.
Firstly we display the comparison for ADE activities that were matched with a
baseline activity and secondly those which were not.
The application offers the user the possibility to configure basic parameters. for
more information see the “Usage” section below.

Encountered di�culties
At the beginning we spent a lot of time trying to find out some mistakes on ADE
and a bunch of regular expressions to parse each event description. In fact, a lot of
activities are named differently on the baseline files and on ADE. Sometimes there
are also syntax mistakes. Sometimes it is also difficult to know if a course is
considered like “TP” or “TD”.

III. Technologies

Python
Python is a very flexible programmation langage that will make it
easier for us to parse, use existing modules and create packages
easy to export.
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Poetry
Poetry is a powerful open source tool used to manage the
dependencies of our application. In a simple command, Poetry
will install and configure the right versions of each dependency.
The shell delivered by Poetry, creates its own virtual environment
isolated from your system and with the good virtualenvs. See how to use it in the
Usage Section.

Click
Click is a Python package for creating command line interfaces
in a composable way with as little code as necessary. It is very
configurable but also has some flaws that made us have to
adapt.
For more details, see the usage section or click documentation.

JSON
JSON is a lightweight text format to transport and store
data. One of its advantages is that we can easily load and
store python dictionaries which are used in
most of our functions.

Here is an example of using a JSON file to
store, for each unique activity APOGEE
code, the correct name of the activity and
the hourly amounts.

CSV
CSV is one of the most commonly used formats for structuring and export tabular
data into plain text. The descriptive brochures files are given in .xlsx format and we
easily convert them with the csv library given by Python.
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IV. Usage

Requirements
If you don’t have Poetry already, please execute the following command. You will
find further information on the Poetry website.

$ pip3 install poetry

Make sure all dependencies are resolved and installed :

$ poetry install

Running
In order to execute our application, you need first to launch a poetry shell. It will
create a virtual environment in your shell that contains each correct version of
python and the dependencies. Make sure you’ve done the requirements part before.

$ cd src/

$ poetry shell

After that you can simply run the application :

$ poetry run python3 phs.py

Main options
Our program can be used in three different ways, here is how to use them. Note that
you can add the “--help” option that will display more details about each option
below.
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$ poetry run python3 phs.py generate

This option allows you to generate all .json files from the .xlsx files. It is not
mandatory to generate all the files before using the application because if the
program does not have the necessary json, it will generate it on a case by case
basis. It allows to improve the speed of execution of the application by generating
all the files beforehand. Note that you need to use this option in case baseline files
have been modified.

$ poetry run python3 phs.py compare

This option allows you to compare the hourly volume of courses, for a given group
and a given semester or year, to the baseline data.
It is possible to specify the group on which you want to make the comparison in
parameters with the --group option. It must conform to the ADE notation, for
example: 'info 4'. Case is not important.
It is also possible to specify if you want to make a comparison for the whole year or
just for one semester with the --period option. For the semester choice, the
application will ask you to indicate if it is the first or second semester in order to get
the activities from the baseline. (Be careful, there is no check on consistency
between dates and the semester number).
You can use the command without specifying parameters since they will be
requested in the terminal afterwards.
You can choose to display a list of errors encountered while parsing ADE, such as
missing locations or teachers with the --errors option.
The option flag --refresh allows you to force a new generation of the baseline data
file.

$ poetry run python3 phs.py display

This option allows you to display, for a given group over a given period of time, the
hourly volume by course or by teacher extracted from ADE.
As with the previous command, you can specify the group and the dates directly as
parameters. You can also choose to display errors or not.
The option --mode allows you to choose between displaying by subjects or by
teachers.
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V. Conclusion

Review
During this project we had the opportunity to learn the Python language that
wasn’t familliary for us before. We experienced the creation of dictionaries and
regular expressions and we realized that the reality is sometimes more complicated
than we thought. We also discovered Poetry which is a very powerful open source
tool that we will certainly reuse in our engineer career.

Future
In the few months or years to come, our project will maybe require to be
maintained. In fact, our functions are based on a list of ids that allows us to extract
the data from the ADE group that we want. There are also multiple ways in which
we can improve our project. For example we could add a functionality that returns
the result of a comparison in a formatted .txt file. Also, we could add an exhaustive
synonym dictionary that allows us to recognize misspelled activities on ADE.

We hope that this project will help the Polytech administration to improve its
internal system and organisation.
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VI. Links

Airimag
https://air.imag.fr/index.php/Polytech_Helper_Service

Source code Git Repository
https://gricad-gitlab.univ-grenoble-alpes.fr/Projets-INFO4/20-21/13/polytech_helpe
r_service

Documentation Git Repository
https://gricad-gitlab.univ-grenoble-alpes.fr/Projets-INFO4/20-21/13/docs

Poetry Documentation
https://python-poetry.org/docs/basic-usage/

Click Documentation
https://click.palletsprojects.com/en/7.x/
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